The effects of catecholamines on tension reactivation in cardiac muscle.
The effects of adrenaline and the beta-agonist isoprenaline on the time course of tension reactivation were studied in several cardiac tissues. The aim of the study was to assess whether experimental evidence can be found for a role of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the reactivation of tension. It was assumed that calcium recycles between different parts of the reticulum, and that this recycling may affect tension repriming. Isoprenaline was assumed to enhance such recycling by increasing the uptake of calcium, following its release during a preceding contraction. Isoprenaline (in the range of 40 nM to 4 microM) was found to enhance tension repriming in adult guinea pig atria. However, in adult rat atria, isoprenaline often gave a complex effect, with a smaller degree of repriming at short intervals, and enhanced repriming at longer intervals. This was thought to reflect the balance between the enhancing effect of the drug on calcium recycling and an augmented release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). In striking contrast, there was no effect of isoprenaline on tension repriming in neonatal guinea pig atria and a retardation in neonatal rat atria. This was interpreted as reflecting the lack of a sarcoplasmic network in the neonatal tissue. The effects of isoprenaline on tension repriming in the frog atrium (which also has a sparse sarcoplasmic reticulum network) were also found to be complex; low concentrations (40 nM) enhanced the process, and high concentrations (0.4 microM) retarded it. Intermediate levels often produced a 'crossover' effect: more reactivation at short intervals, and less at long intervals. The interpretation of these results was that there are two processes which interact to determine the amount of tension produced at short intervals after each contraction: the basal reactivation process and some augmenting mechanism superimposed on it. This mechanism is probably related to other behavioural features of cardiac muscle, such as rate-dependent increases in membrane calcium currents. It is relevant mainly in those cases where tension repriming depends on membrane calcium currents. Further experiments (in the frog atrium) with elevated calcium and with the alpha-adrenergic agonist phenylephrine (both of which slowed down the reactivation process) also support this idea. These agents elevate internal calcium levels, and presumably saturate the augmenting mechanism (by producing maximal tension responses).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)